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A B S T R A C T

Proposed in the late 1980s, cumulative absolute velocity (CAV) is a new intensity measure for earthquake
ground motion characterizations, followed by studies and applications such as CAV ground motion prediction
equations (GMPEs). In this study, two new CAV GMPEs were developed with 24,667 strong-motion records from
Taiwan, and the first CAV seismic hazard assessment for Taipei (the most important city in Taiwan) was then
conducted using the local CAV models. It shows that the annual rate for the study area to encounter a ground
motion with CAV>0.97 g-sec is 0.002 per year, corresponding to a 10% occurrence probability in 50 years. By
contrast, the deterministic scenario-based analysis shows that the CAV seismic hazard is about 0.60 g-sec for the
study area. Future studies are worth conducting to develop more sophisticated, local CAV GPMEs and to explore
more applications of such CAV prediction models, such as the developments of PGA-CAV joint probability
distributions for conducting PGA-CAV joint seismic hazard assessments.

1. Introduction

Earthquakes generate random ground motions governed by a
variety of uncertainties (e.g., source mechanisms, wave propagation
path, site condition, topography, etc.). In order to characterize the in-
tensity of an earthquake, many intensity measures (IMs) were proposed
[1], such as peak ground acceleration (PGA) and response spectral ac-
celeration (SA) that are commonly used for earthquake-resistant design.
For estimating the levels of PGA/SA during earthquakes, ground motion
prediction equations (GMPEs) were developed and calibrated with in-
strumental data [e.g., Refs. [2–7]]. For example, several PGA GMPEs
were developed based on the NGA (Next Generation of Ground-Motion
Attenuation Models) database [2–5], with others developed based on
local data from Greece and Taiwan [6,7].

Proposed in the late 1980s, cumulative absolute velocity (CAV) is a
new intensity measure for earthquake ground motion characterizations.
Different from PGA/SA based on a motion’s peak amplitude only, CAV
is a result of the whole acceleration time history that was first proposed
by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to improve post-earth-
quake inspection on nuclear power plants [8]. Specifically, the moti-
vation was originated from realizing three nuclear power plants, which
were nonoperational at that time, would had been requested a shut-
down by U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) for post-
earthquake inspection, even though the plants were clearly not

affected. For better addressing the issue, EPRI led a research project
studying the correlation between structural damages and several IMs;
then based on 250 earthquake records, CAV was found as the most
suitable indicator/predictor to structural damage among the IMs ex-
amined [8].

According to EPRI, the mathematical formulation of CAV was de-
fined as follows [8]:

∫=CAV a t dt( )
t

0
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where a t( ) denotes the absolute value of acceleration at time t, and
tmax is the duration of the ground motion. Fig. 1a illustrates the cal-
culation of CAV for a hypothetical motion. As the shaded area shown,
CAV is an intensity measure based on the whole acceleration time
history, considering the cumulative effect of an earthquake ground
motion.

Later on, different versions of CAV were proposed for excluding
CAV contributions from small amplitudes that are unlikely to cause
structural damage [e.g., Refs. [9–11]]. For example, one derivative,
referred to as CAVCUTOFF herein (Fig. 1b), is expressed as follows
[9,10]:
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where N is the total duration of a ground motion in seconds, pgai is the
maximum acceleration (absolute value) in the i-th second of the motion,
pgacutoff is the acceleration cutoff value, and H() is the Heaviside
function:

= ⎧
⎨⎩

≥
>H x x

x( ) 1, 0
0, 0 (3)

Note that the cutoff thresholds of 0.025 g and 0.02 g were proposed
in different studies [9,10].

Correlation between CAV and structural damage has been examined
since then. EPRI found that CAV was a good indicator to Modified
Mercalli Intensity (MMI) VII, a level that damages on buildings of good
design starts to occur [8]. Similarly, Cabañas et al. [10] found a strong
correlation between CAVCUTOFF = 0.02 g and the local macroseismic in-
tensity in Italy, while Koliopoulos et al. [12] noted that CAV and
Housner Intensity [13] were well correlated based on data from Greece.
Then Kostov [14] concluded CAV should be a better indicator than PGA
to structural damage, based on more instrumental data and field ob-
servations. Moreover, Campbell and Bozorgnia further investigated the
correlation between the standardized CAV and Japan Meteorological
Agency (JMA) and MMI macroseismic intensity scales, characterizing
the thresholds of standardized CAV associated with the onsets of da-
mage to structures of good design and construction, one of the im-
portant findings and contributions from the study [15].

As PGA/SA GMPEs, several CAV models were developed for CAV
predictions. The models include those proposed by Danciu and Tselentis
[6] based on data from Greece, and those by Campbell and Bozorgnia
considering styles of faulting and rupture depth into their model de-
velopment [16,17]. In addition, for increasing such a model’s applic-
ability Du and Wang [18] developed a CAV GMPE in a simpler func-
tional form. Notably, it has been consistently pointed out that the
standard deviation of CAV GMPEs is smaller than that of a series of
GMPEs for PGA, SA, AI (Arias Intensity), etc., even developed with the
same functional form and the same pool of earthquake data [e.g., 6,
19].

Although several CAV GMPEs as mentioned above have been

proposed and local PGA GMPEs have been developed for the area of
Taiwan [7], not a local CAV model was developed for the area. As a
result, the key scope of the study is to develop the first CAV GMPEs for
Taiwan. Specifically, the data from the Taiwan Strong Motion In-
strumentation Program (TSMIP) were collected and used. We also
conducted the first CAV seismic hazard study for Taipei (the most im-
portant city in Taiwan) using the CAV models developed, another
highlight and contribution of the study.

2. Taiwan Strong Motion Instrumentation Program, TSMIP

2.1. Overview

Located on the boundaries of three tectonic plates, the region
around Taiwan is known for high seismicity. Statistics show that around
2,000 earthquakes above ML 3.0 (local magnitude) can be occurring in
the region every year, and a catastrophic event like the ML 7.3 Chi-Chi
earthquake in 1999 could recur in decades [20]. As a result, a variety of
earthquake studies, such as earthquake early warning [e.g., Ref. [21]],
seismic hazard analysis [e.g., Refs. [22,23]], and earthquake prob-
ability evaluation [e.g., Refs. [24–26]], were conducted for the region
around Taiwan.

In order to gather more seismic data, the Taiwan Strong Motion
Instrumentation Program, TSMIP, was launched in the 1990s, building
many earthquake stations in order to collect ground motion data. As of
now, TSMIP has 688 free-field earthquake stations in operation [27],
with each capable of recording ground motions in three directions with
a sampling rate of 200 or 250 per second [28]. It is also worth noting
that around 100 stations among them are equipped with automatic data
transmitting systems that can send data to the Central Weather Bureau
Taiwan immediately for some real-time analyses, like earthquake early
warning [29].

Based on the NEHRP (National Earthquake Hazards Reduction
Program) provisions, 439 of the stations were investigated and cate-
gorized into one of the following site conditions: 1) Type A: hard-rock
site with Vs30 > 1500m/s, where Vs30 is the average shear-wave

Fig. 1. CAV (cumulative absolute velocity) of a hypothetical acceleration time history that is equal to the summation of the shaded area: a) CAV and b) CAVCUT-

OFF= 0.025 g.
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velocity in the top 30m below the ground surface; 2) Type B: firm-to
hard-rock site with Vs30 from 760 to 1500m/s; 3) Type C: dense-soil
and soft-rock site with Vs30 from 360 to 760m/s; 4) Type D: stiff-soil
site with Vs30 ranging from 180 to 360m/s; and 5) Type E: soft-soil site
with Vs30 < 180m/s. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the 439 stations
with known site conditions. For more details on the site investigations
and characterizations, refer to Kuo et al. [30].

The TSMIP database becomes invaluable to earthquake studies,
especially those focusing on Taiwan. For example, Sokolov et al. [31]
used the local database to investigate the basin effect in Taipei on site
amplification during earthquakes. For earthquake early warning, the
“high-density” instrumental network is the key to the success of a local
system that can issue warnings as soon as 20 s after the occurrence/
initiation of earthquake [32]. Moreover, the database also provides
opportunities for cross-checking the earthquake models that have been
developed. For instance, Xu et al. [33] reported that the reliability of an
on-site earthquake early warning implemented in Taiwan was around
85%, calculated by counting the numbers of missed alarm and false
alarm based on 40,000 plus tests using TSMIP ground motions sub-
stituted into the decision-making criteria. Other TSMIP-based studies
include local ground motion model developments [7] and earthquake
statistical study for Taiwan [34].

2.2. Data collection and processing

Since the 1990s, TSMIP has recorded a lot of (raw) data in the
format of acceleration time histories. As a result, our first task is to
gather the data of our interest under following conditions: 1) motions
from stations with known site conditions were collected for in-
corporating site effect into model developments; 2) motions associated
with magnitude above Mw 4.8 (moment magnitude) and within 200 km
from epicenters were collected, screening out less severe motions that
are incapable of causing structure damage. Therefore, a total of 24,667
strong-motion data were collected from the local database, and it is the
largest sample size by far for a GMPE study, to the best of our knowl-
edge.

More details regarding the data set are as follows: 1) the 24,677
records are associated with 310 major earthquakes (moment magnitude

Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of the 439 classified stations of the Taiwan Strong
Motion Instrumentation Program (TSMIP) ([28]).

Fig. 3. Moment magnitude and epicentral distance of the 24,677 local strong-motion data used in this study: a) Type-B site condition, b) Type-C site condition, c)
Type-D site condition, and d) Type-E site condition; note that the shallow-source and deep-source data are separated by a focal depth of 30 km.
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from Mw 4.8 to 7.9) since 1999; 2) focal depth ranges from 1 to 176 km;
3) earthquakes with focal depth less than 30 km are considered as
shallow sources, otherwise as deep sources; 4) given TSMIP uses local
magnitude, the moment magnitudes calculated and used were based on
an empirical relationship [35]; and 5) given TSMIP not containing
rupture data, the source-to-site distance calculated and used is epi-
central distance but not rupture distance. Figs. 3 and 4 show the dis-
tributions of the data with respect to magnitude, epicentral distance,
focal depth, and site condition.

After collecting the strong-motion data, the next is to calculate CAV
of each motion. Following other studies [e.g., Refs. [15–19]], the geo-
metric mean of two horizontal motions (i.e., East-West and North-
South) was used in this study:

= ×CAV CAV CAV1 2 (4)

where CAV1 and CAV2 denote the CAV in the North-South and East-
West directions, respectively. Note that an in-house (MATLAB) program
was developed for the massive data processing.

3. Local CAV GMPE for Taiwan

3.1. Model development

The methodology proposed by Abrahamson and Youngs [36] was
used for developing the local CAV GMPEs for Taiwan:

= + +CAV CAV η εln lnij ij i ij (5)

where CAVln ij and CAVln ij denote observed and predicted lnCAV for
the j-th record of the i-th event, respectively. Note that it separates the
model errors (or uncertainties) into two parts: the inter-event variation
for the i-th event, denoted as ηi, and the intra-event variation for the j-th

record, denoted as εij, and in theory they are statistically independent
and both are normally distributed with mean= 0. As for standard de-
viation, τ (for ηi) and σ (for εij) were calculated based on the level of
scattering in the data set with the 24,677 records. Consequently, the
total residuals of the model can be determined as:

= +σ τ σT
2 2 (6)

After examining data distribution and considering data similarity
[18], the following form was adopted:

= + − + + + +

+ + + +
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5 30
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where MW is moment magnitude, D is epicentral distance in km, H is
focal depth in km, Vs30 is the average shear-wave velocity of soil/rock
30m below the ground surface, c1 to c9 are model parameters calibrated
with regression analytics, and SB, SC, SD, and SE are Boolean data (0 or
1) representing site conditions (e.g., when the data are associated with
Type-B site condition, SB is equal to 1 while the rest (i.e., SC, SD and SE)
are all equal to 0).

Table 1 summarizes the model parameters (i.e., c1 to c9), standard
deviations, and coefficient of determination (R2). It is worth noting that
the R2 values are 0.74 and 0.67 for the deep-source and shallow-source
models. In other words, around 70% of the data variability can be ex-
plained by the regression model.

3.2. Model checking: inter-event and intra-event residuals

It is imperative to perform model checking on a regression model
[37], usually assessed by the two criteria: 1) the distribution of re-
siduals (i.e., observation subtracting prediction) should follow the
normal distribution with mean= 0; and 2) residuals must be randomly

Fig. 4. Moment magnitude and focal depth of the strong-motion data used in this study: a) Type-B site condition, b) Type-C site condition, c) Type-D site condition,
and d) Type-E site condition.
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distributed with little correlation with prediction variables. With the
two criteria verified, the regression model is then considered robust.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the inter-event residuals with respect to mag-
nitude and focal depth (two key independent variables of the regression
model). It was found that the residuals are randomly distributed with
little correlation with either magnitude or depth. Figs. 7–9 show the
intra-event residuals against magnitude, epicentral distance and Vs30,
with little correlation found either. Figs. 10 and 11 are the histograms
of the residuals, demonstrating a bell-shaped distribution well simu-
lating the normal distribution targeted. Therefore, the regression
models should be robust based on the diagnostic plots, with residuals
showing little correlation with independent variables and their dis-
tribution close to the normal distribution.

4. Model evaluation and comparison

Figs. 12–14 show the medians of CAV with respect to site condition,
epicentral distance, and moment magnitude. It shows that the shallow-
source model consistently predicts a greater CAV than the deep-source
model does. In addition, as shown in Fig. 12, larger predictions appear
as far as the Type-E site condition is concerned, followed by motions on
Type-D, Type-C, and Type-B site conditions, revealing softer materials
could amplify earthquake motions more extensively. For shallow-
source models subject to Mw 6.5 as shown in Fig. 12a, CAV predictions
attenuate nonlinearly with increasing distance; by contrast, the CAV
predictions from the deep-source model shown in Fig. 12b are somehow
saturated till 30 km from the epicenter, then attenuating more linearly
with distance increasing from 30 km. On the condition of strong ground

Table 1
Summary of the two CAV GMPEs for Taiwan developed with the TSMIP database.

Earthquake Source Model parameters τa σb Rb Sample size

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 C8 c9

Shallow 1.153 −0.117 −1.565 0.127 −0.114 0.465 0.978 1.245 1.465 0.335 0.475 0.67 17,171
Deep 0.974 0.064 −2.873 0.309 −0.208 1.087 1.485 1.542 1.467 0.187 0.485 0.74 7,496

a τ is the standard deviation of the inter-event residual, and.
b σ is the standard deviation of the intra-event residual.

Fig. 5. Distribution of inter-event residuals against moment magnitude: a)
shallow sources and b) deep sources.

Fig. 6. Distribution of inter-event residuals against focal depth: a) shallow
sources and b) deep sources.
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shaking resulting from small source-to-site distance (e.g., < 30 km) and
large magnitude (e.g., Mw > 6.5), the shallow-source model has the
feature that the CAV increment because of site condition is nearly a
constant, unlike the deep-source model that shows a large increment
from Site B to Site C, while the site effect is almost saturated from a soft
site (Site D) to a very soft site (Site E). Such features present in the CAV
GMPEs are quite unique in comparison to models developed by
Campbell and Bozorgnia [16,19] identifying CAV predictions could be
amplified with site condition in a more nonlinear nature, but similar to
the model developed by Du and Wang [18]. It is postulated that the
difference in site amplification effect should be resulted from the
adopted functional forms. More sophisticated functional forms could
possibly capture more detailed site behavior, however, limiting the
model’s applicability. More studies are worth conducting to investigate
the possible causes to such features present in the local model. On the
other hand, owing to the uniqueness of a local model reflecting to the
unique local geological background, it is better and more reasonable to
adopt local models in follow-up applications to make the results more
representative, which is also the key motivation of the study to develop
the first CAV GMPE based on local data.

On the basis of using similar functional forms for the model devel-
opments, the model developed in this study, referred to as Model 2017,
was first compared to the reference model referred to as Model 2012
[18]. The act is to provide some more justification to the new, local

models for Taiwan that are able to predict CAV reasonably. However,
the four underlying differences between the two must be noted because
of the different formats in raw data: i) Model 2017 incorporates focal
depth and Vs30 in model development; ii) Model 2017 incorporates the
Type-B and Type-E site conditions; iii) Model 2017 uses epicentral
distance; iv) Model 2017 does not incorporate styles of faulting.

Fig. 15 shows CAV predictions from the two models. In terms of the
central value, overall Model 2012 predicts a greater CAV than Model
2017 does. Since earthquake induced ground motions are strongly in-
fluenced by focal depth and rupture direction (especially for near
source and a major event), this difference should result from the facts
that we used epicentral distance and did not account for faulting me-
chanisms in the model. However, this is the limitation that the TSMIP
ground-motion database does not have rupture data and detailed focal
mechanisms as mentioned previously. But overall speaking (from
Fig. 15a–c), the CAV predictions from the two models are comparable,
providing additional verification to the local model that predicts CAV
reasonably.

Moreover, Model 2017 was further compared to the CAV GMPE
developed by Campbell and Bozorgnia [19] based on NGA database.
Note that the model development of the Campbell and Bozorgnia’s
model, referred to as Model 2010, is quite different and sophisticated,
incorporating effect of fault mechanism, hanging wall, shallow site
response, and basin effect. The comparison, as shown in Fig. 16,

Fig. 7. Distribution of intra-event residuals against moment magnitude: a)
shallow sources and b) deep sources. Fig. 8. Distribution of intra-event residuals against epicentral distance: a)

shallow sources and b) deep sources.
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indicates a larger estimate from Model 2010 than Model 2017. How-
ever, again, median estimates of CAV and the trend of CAV estimates
are generally in agreement with each other. Considering very different
database and different functional forms in the model development of
Model 2010 and Model 2017, the difference in CAV predictions should
be reasonable and acceptable.

In terms of aleatory uncertainty, Model 2017 has a larger standard
deviation than Model 2012, or Model 2010, does. The possibilities to
the result and the difference could be as follows: 1) epicentral distance
used in Model 2017 could be less indicative to ground motion than
rupture distance; 2) the ground motions used for developing Model
2017 are more diversified, including those associated with earthquakes
in subduction zones of northeastern and southwestern Taiwan, and
those from other geological regimes in central and western Taiwan; 3)
an empirical relationship was used to convert local magnitude to mo-
ment magnitude, an additional source of uncertainty to Model 2017;
and 4) the nature of ground motion attenuation in Taiwan is more
random than other areas, probably owing to a more complicated geo-
logical background.

Based on the residual plots and the model comparison, the local
CAV GMPE for Taiwan is considered mathematically robust, and cap-
able of producing reasonable predictions as the reference. Future stu-
dies are worth investigating to compare it with more CAV GMPEs, al-
though the comparison might be somewhat ambiguous if model basics

are fundamentally different (e.g., epicentral distance vs rupture dis-
tance). To better address this, TSMIP is better to include rupture data
and other focal mechanisms (especially for major events) in the future,
so that new local models based on different formats of data can be
further developed.

5. Discussion

5.1. Seismic hazard analysis

Seismic hazard analysis has become more important to (site-spe-
cific) earthquake-resistant design. On top of case studies [e.g., Refs.
[38–44]], technical references, such as R.G. 1.208 of U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (USNRC) [45], have prescribed it as the stan-
dard method for developing site-specific design parameters for nuclear
power plants. Seismic hazard analysis can be mainly categorized into
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) and Deterministic
Seismic Hazard Analysis (DSHA) [46]. It is noted that “seismic hazard”
is referred to as “the likelihood of experiencing a specified intensity of any
damaging phenomenon at a particular site” [47,48], instead of economic
loss or loss of life implicated from hazard.

• Overview of PSHA

The methodology and algorithm of PSHA can be summarized as

Fig. 9. Distribution of intra-event residuals against Vs30: a) shallow sources
and b) deep sources.

Fig. 10. Normal plot of inter-event and intra-event residuals from shallow
sources: a) inter-event residual and b) intra-event residual.
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follows: The performance function of the probabilistic analysis is
usually a PGA or SA GMPE as PGA = f (M, D) + ε, where ε is the
model’s standard deviation (M is magnitude, and D is distance). Then
the analysis is to estimate the exceedance probability of a certain level
of ground shaking that a site would encounter, based on the un-
certainties associated with the three variables (i.e., ε, M, and D). Note
that PSHA uses total-probability algorithms as follows to calculate the
exceedance Pr(PGA > y*) [1], which can also be solved using Monte
Carlo Simulation [49,50].

∑ ∑> ∗ = > ∗ = = × =

× =

= =
PGA y PGA y D d M m D d

M m

Pr( ) Pr( | , ) Pr( )

Pr( )

i

N

j

N

i j i

j

1 1

D M

(8)

where NM and ND are the number of data bins in magnitude and dis-
tance probability functions as shown in Fig. 17a and b.

Fig. 17 is a systematic diagram showing the basics of PSHA com-
putation: For a given magnitude and distance, the probability dis-
tribution of lnPGA (or PGA) can be estimated with a GMPE, so that the
exceedance probability Pr(PGA > y*) can be calculated as the high-
lighted area in Fig. 17c. With such calculation repeated using different
magnitudes and distances with their probabilities also characterized
(i.e., Fig. 17a and b), the total exceedance probability Pr(PGA > y*) is
then equal to the sum of exceedance probabilities associated with each
scenario, as the equation expressed in Eq. (8).

The total exceedance probability calculated with Eq. (8) is seismic
hazard contributed by one earthquake from one specific seismic zone.
Therefore, when a site is surrounded by NS sources with each’s annual
rate= v, the annual rate for the site to encounter a ground motion with
PGA > y*, denoted as > ∗λ PGA y( ), becomes as follows [1]:

∑> ∗ = × > ∗
=

λ PGA y v PGA y( ) Pr( )
k

N

k
1

S

(9)

To sum up, PSHA is a probabilistic analysis to estimate the annual
rate of PGA exceedance considering the (aleatory) uncertainties of
earthquake magnitude, location, and GMPE model error. The perfor-
mance function is a PGA (or SA) GMPE, and the calculation is usually
solved by using total-probability algorithms.

• Overview of DHSA

Deterministic Seismic Hazard Analysis, or scenario-based analysis,
is relatively straightforward compared to PSHA. Different than PSHA
considering magnitude and distance uncertainties, DSHA estimates
seismic hazard subject to a worst-case scenario in term of (maximum)
magnitude and (minimum) distance. Therefore, for a given PGA GMPE
as PGA= f (M, D) ± σε, the deterministic estimates from DSHA are

Fig. 11. Normal plot of inter-event and intra-event residuals from deep sources:
a) inter-event residual and b) intra-event residual.

Fig. 12. Median predicted values of CAV with respect to site condition: a)
shallow source and b) deep source; note that the median predicted CAV value is
calculated with MW=6.5; Note that the focal depth for shallow and deep
source is assumed to be 15 km and 75 km, respectively, and the Vs30 for site B,
C, D, E is assumed to be 906, 512, 233, and 158m/s, respectively.
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equal to PGA= f (Mmax, Dmin), with some recommending it as PGA= f
(Mmax, Dmin) + σε with the standard deviation of model error (σε) also
taken into account.

Then when a site is surrounded by NS seismic sources, the maximum
of the NS deterministic seismic hazards is the final estimate of DSHA
[1]:

=PGA MAX PGA{ }i (10)

where PGAi is the deterministic seismic hazard associated with the i-th
seismic source.

• Issues with seismic hazard assessment

It is understood that neither PSHA nor DSHA could perfectly predict
seismic hazards [e.g., Refs. [51–56]]. It was found that PSHA predic-
tions were quite deviated from our instrumental data/observation [52],
while DSHA might underestimate seismic hazard without considering
the aleatory uncertainty of a GMPE model [54]. Others include proper/
improper use of logic-tree analysis in seismic hazard analysis, and the
issue with the assessment’s transparency and repeatability, among
others [57,58]. The comments summarized here should provide a more
complete review on seismic hazard analysis, while it is beyond the
scope of this study to justify each of them.

5.2. CAV seismic hazard study for Taipei

As mentioned previously, most seismic hazard studies are PGA- or
SA-based using associated GMPEs as the performance function.
Therefore, one application of the CAV GMPEs we developed is CAV
seismic hazard assessment, estimating the annual rate of CAV ex-
ceedance from probabilistic analysis, or the maximum CAV from de-
terministic analysis. Compared to conventional seismic hazard assess-
ments, the modification is to replace PGA GMPEs with CAV ones.

With the local CAV GMPE and with other seismological/geological
data from the literature (i.e., Fig. 18: local seismic source models;
Table 2: data summary) [59], we conducted the first CAV seismic ha-
zard analysis for a typical site (121.51°E and 25.03°N; Type-E condition;
Vs30=160m/s) in Taipei. Fig. 19 shows the CAV hazard curve for the
site, with an annual rate of CAV>0.97 g-sec about 0.002 per year, or
there is a 10% occurrence probability for Taipei to encounter such
seismic hazard in 50 years. By contrast, the analysis also suggests an
annual rate of 0.078 per year that the city could experience such a
seismic hazard. Note that CAV>0.30 g-sec is considered the threshold
of MMI level VII [8].

On the other hand, the DSHA estimate is about 0.60 g-sec in CAV for
Taipei, on the basis of the maximum magnitude and minimum distance.
More details of the analysis (e.g., maximum earthquake magnitude and
shortest epicentral distance of each seismic source) are summarized in
Table 3.

Fig. 13. Median predicted values of CAV with respect to epicentral distance: a)
shallow source and b) deep source; note that median predicted CAV value is
calculated for Type-D site condition with the Vs30= 233m/s.

Fig. 14. Median predicted values of CAV with respect to moment magnitude: a)
shallow source and b) deep source; note that median predicted CAV value is
calculated for Type-D site condition with the Vs30=233m/s.
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Fig. 15. Comparison between Model 2017 (this study) and Model 2012: a)
median values calculated for different site condition given MW=7, b) median
values calculated given different moment magnitude for Type-C site condition,
and c) median values calculated given different epicentral distance for Type-C
site condition; note that Vs30= 906, 512, 233, 158m/s is adopted for Type-B,
C, D, E site condition, respectively, in Mode 2017, and median values of Model
2012 are calculated referring to normal faulting.

Fig. 16. Comparison between Model 2017 (this study) and Model 2010. Unless
otherwise specified, median values are evaluated with MW=7, normal
faulting, Vs30= 906, 512, 233, 158m/s for Type-B, C, D, E site condition, re-
spectively, Z2.5= 2 km, ZTOR= 10 km, RRUP= 2RJB, |δ|≤ °70
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5.3. PGA-CAV joint seismic hazard assessment and future study

To the best of our knowledge, not an earthquake-resistant design
uses CAV as the only criterion to design/build structures capable of

withstanding ground motions with CAV>0.16, g-sec, 0.3 g-sec, etc. As
a result of that, it requires more future studies to explore how to im-
plement CAV seismic hazard analysis into earthquake-resistant design,
as some studies pointed out [60–63].

Fig. 17. Systematic diagram illustrating the basics of PSHA algorithms: a)
distribution of source-to-site distance, b) distribution of magnitude, and c)
lnPGA distribution from GMPE under a given magnitude and distance, and the
exceedance probability as the shaded area.

Fig. 18. Locations of the study site (121.51°E, 25.03°N) and the 12 seismic
sources within 200 km from the site [59].

Table 2
Summary of the 12 area sources within 200 km from the study site; the a-value
and b-value are the parameters of the Gutenberg-Richter recurrence law ([59]).

Source zone a-value b-value Maximum magnitude (Mw)

A 3.100 0.849 6.6
B 2.579 0.800 6.4
C 3.137 0.916 5.0
D 3.118 0.740 6.5
E 1.914 0.577 6.5
F 2.163 0.689 6.5
G 2.236 0.638 6.5
H 2.453 0.593 7.6
I 3.270 0.658 7.6
J 3.249 0.644 7.0
K 1.943 0.520 6.5
L 2.962 0.681 7.5

Fig. 19. CAV seismic hazard curve for Taipei (121.51°E and 25.03°N; Type-E
site condition; Vs30=160m/s).
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For example, PGA-CAV joint (probabilistic) seismic hazard assess-
ment that calculates the PGA-CAV exceedance probability, Pr
(PGA > pga* and CAV > cav*), is considered an improvement over
the conventional PGA- or SA-based approach. Specifically, EPRI pro-
posed CAV 0.16 g-sec as a threshold for such PGA-CAV joint assess-
ments that aim to estimate the annual rate of PGA > pga* and
CAV>0.16 g-sec with the additional criterion (i.e., CAV > 0.16 g-
sec). In addition, the correlation between CAV and PGA/SA was also
investigated, which should help select/develop site-specific ground
motions for some earthquake-resistant design [62].

Theoretically speaking, the PGA-CAV joint seismic hazard study
should not be that difficult to be implemented because the methodology
is the almost same as the conventional assessment. The key technical
issue is how to develop PGA-CAV joint probability distributions subject
to a given pair of magnitude and distance. Although some “prototype”
methods were proposed for resolving the calculation, more justification
with field data is need [e.g., 60, 63].

We also consider the PGA-CAV seismic hazard study should be
better than the current model, and the methodology is worth studying
in the future. Recently, it was found that PGA-CAV joint probability
functions can be well modeled by the copula theory/approach [34], and
this could be useful to the developments of PGA-CAV joint probability
distributions, then facilitating PGA-CAV seismic hazard assessments.

6. Summary

Based on data from a local strong-motion database in Taiwan, this
study developed the first local CAV GMPEs for the study area, including
model checking and model comparison. Also note that the empirical
model developed was based on 24,667 strong-motion records, the lar-
gest sample size by far for such a study.

The paper also presents the first CAV seismic hazard assessment for
Taipei, using the local CAV GMPE we developed. The probabilistic
analysis shows that the annual rate for the city to encounter a ground
motion with CAV>0.97 g-sec is about 0.002 per year, or there is a 10%
occurrence probability for such a seismic hazard to recur in 50 years. By
contrast, the deterministic, scenario-based analysis suggests the CAV
estimate be 0.60 g-sec for the study area.
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